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      Abstract: A ,(m )n threshold secret sharing scheme is a method for distributing a secret amongst a group of  

participants. In a ,(m )n threshold secret sharing scheme any m  participants recover the secret, but no )1( m  

participants can [6]. Each of participants is allocated a share of the secret. The secret can only be reconstructed when the 

shares are combined together [2]. In this paper, we propose a secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric 

,(v ,k ) design. Then we call it a ,(  kv )v threshold secret sharing scheme. Morever, we can say the 

secret sharing scheme is democratic of degree 2. 

 

    Index Terms: Secret sharing, ,(m )n threshold secret sharing scheme, projective geometry, symmetric design. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Secret sharing schemes were studied by Blakley [1] and Shamir [6] in 1979. In a secret sharing scheme there are 

one dealer and n  participants. Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme is a ,(m )n threshold secret sharing scheme. 

A ,(m )n threshold secret sharing scheme is a method to distribute a secret among n  participants in such a 

way that any m  participants can recover the secret, but no )1( m  participants can [6]. A secret sharing 

scheme is democratic of degree t  every group of t  participants is in the same number of minimal access sets, 

where 1t  [9]. Projective geometry provides the mathematical structure in order to work out several 

algorithms [8]. The symmetric design is a projective geometry. So in this work, we construct  a secret sharing 

scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design. 

 
II. SHAMIR’S SECRET SHARING SCHEME 

Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme based on polynomial interpolation. It’s a ,(m )n threshold scheme. In this 

scheme, a dealer distribute a secret s  to n  participants. The goal of this scheme is share secret s  among n  

participants ,1P ,,2 P nP  such that at least m  participants are required to reconstruct the secret s . In order 

to distribute the secret, the dealer chooses a polynomial )(xf  of degree )1( m  such that sf )0( . Then 

the dealer gives the value )(ifsi   ,1( i ,,2  )n  secretly to participant iP . To recover the secret the 

participants use polynomial interpolation to recover )(xf  and hence the secret is )0(f  [2]. In this case no 

)1( m  participants can obtain any information about the secret while any m  of them can [6], [7]. 

Now we remind some definitions about the secret sharing schemes. 

 

Definition 2.1. (Support of a Vector) The set }0|10{  icniS  is called support of a vector 

n

qn Fcccc )(21   . A codeword 2c  covers a codeword 1c  if the support of  2c  contains that of 1c  [5]. 

 

Definition 2.2. (Minimal Codeword) A minimal codeword c  is a codeword which covers just only scalar 

multiples [5]. 

 
Definition 2.3. (Minimal Access Set) A subset of participants is called a minimal access set, if the participants 

in the subsets can recover the secret by combining their shares but any subset at the participants can not do so 

[5]. 

 

Definition 2.4. (Access Structure) The access structure of a secret sharing scheme is the set of all minimal 

access sets [5]. 
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Definition 2.5. (Democratic of Degree) A secret sharing scheme democratic of degree t  if every group of t  

participants is in the same number of minimal access sets, where 1t  [9]. 

 
III. PROJECTIVE GEOMETRIES 

A projective geometry of dimension m  over a field F  is the collection of subspaces of a vector space V  of 

dimension )1( m  over F . The points are the 1 dimensional subspaces of V , the lines are the 

2 dimensional subspaces,…, the projective j dimensional subspaces,…, the hyperplanes are the 

m dimensional subspaces are the elements of the geometry [4]. 

 

Example 3.1. Let qFF  . The points and hyperplanes of a projective geometry of dimension m  over F  

form a symmetric design (when 2m ) with parameters 

,1(  qqm  ,11  qqm  )12  qqm  . The order of the symmetric design is denoted by 

,(mPG )q  [4]. A projective geometry of dimension 2 is called a projective plane. The parameters of 

,2(PG )q  are ,1( 2  qq ,1q )1 . The symmetric ,7( ,3 )1 design is isomorphic to ,2(PG )2  [4]. 

 

Symmetric Designs 

An incidence structure consists of a set of points and a set of blocks. There is a relation of incidence between 

points and blocks. 

Definition 3.2. ( A Symmetric ,(v ,k ) Design) A symmetric ,(v ,k ) design consists of a set P  of v  

points and a set of v  subsets of P  called blocks such that 

i) each block contains exactly k  points, 

ii) each point lies in exactly k  blocks, 

iii) each pairs of points occurs together in exactl1y   blocks, 

iv) intersection of each pair of blocks contain exactly   points. 

We denote the set of blocks by B  [3]. 

 

IV. A SECRET SHARING SCHEME BASED ON A SYMMETRIC ,(v ,k ) DESIGN 

In this section, we construct the secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design. We know that 

the symmetric design is denoted by ,(mPG )q . Thus we use the projective space ,(mPG )q . 

Consider a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design D . Let P  be the set of points and B  be the set of blocks of D . 

We also know that vP ||  and vB || . Choose a point in P  to be the secret. Call it 1x . The blocks consist 

of the access structure of this secret sharing scheme. Distribute as shares the set of blocks not containing 1x . By 

Definition 3.2, point 1x  is incident with k  blocks and any two points occurs together in exactly   blocks. So, 

there are  )( kv blocks both not containing 1x  and any two points not occuring together. 

Consider  )( kv blocks who will combine their shares and let H  be the set of combining. The points 

compute HP /  to find 1x . That is find 

}{/ 1xHP  . 

So, the secret is recovered.  

4.1. A ,(  kv )v Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme 

We have constructed the secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design. In the secret sharing 

scheme, when any )(  kv  blocks from v  blocks who will combine their shares can recover the secret. So, 

we call it a ,(  kv )v threshold secret sharing scheme. 
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Also, in the secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design any two points occur together in 

exactly   blocks. Thus, we can say the secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design is 

democratic of degree 2. 

 

Example 4.1. Consider the symmetric ,7( ,3 )1 design. The set of points of this design is 

,0{P ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }6 . So 7|| P . The set of blocks of this design are 

,1{1 B ,2 }4 , ,2{2 B ,3 }5 , ,3{3 B ,4 }6 , ,4{4 B ,5 }0 , ,5{5 B ,6 }1 , ,6{6 B ,0 }2 , 

,0{7 B ,1 }3 . 

There are 3 elements in every block. Choose a point in P  to be secret. Call it 1. Point 1 is incident with 3k  

blocks and any two points are incident with 1  block. So, there are 437  kv  blocks not 

containing 1. These blocks are ,2{2 B ,3 }5 , ,3{3 B ,4 }6 , ,4{4 B ,5 }0 , ,6{6 B ,0 }2 . This 

means there are 3137  kv  blocks both not containing 1 and any two points not ocuuring 

together. 

Consider 3137  kv  blocks who will combine their shares: Let ,2B ,3B 4B  be these blocks. 

,2{432  BBBH ,3 ,3{}5  ,4 ,4{}6  ,5 ,0{}0  ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }6  

Compute HP /  to find 1. So 

,0{/ HP ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,0/{}6 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }1{}6   

Hence, the secret is recovered. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, proposed a secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design. This scheme has the 

same distributed secret as Schamir’s Scheme does. So, it is called the ,(  kv )v threshold secret sharing 

scheme. Morever, obtained the secret sharing scheme based on a symmetric ,(v ,k ) design is democratic 

of degree 2. 
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